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0. Introduction. If h is a homeomorphism from a topological space

X onto another space Y, then one can easily show that the cor-

respondence /—■»/ o hr1 is an isomorphism from CiX), the ring of all

real continuous functions on X, onto CiY), the ring of all real continu-

ous functions on Y. The converse problem—given an isomorphism <p

from CiX) onto C( Y) to show that there exists a homeomorphism h

from X onto Y such that d>f=fo hr1 — is more difficult and is one of the

problems which has motivated much of the research on rings of con-

tinuous functions. The isomorphism 0 is usually constructed by using

fixed, maximal ideals. An ideal M in CiX) is fixed if there exists a

point xo of X such that /(x0) =0 for all / in M. If X is completely

regular, then the set M(x) of all functions in CiX) which are zero at

x is a fixed, maximal ideal and all fixed, maximal ideals are of this

form. If one can show that the property of a maximal ideal being

fixed is invariant under ring isomorphisms and if X and Y are com-

pletely regular, then one can show that the correspondence

x —> Mix) —* d>iMix)) = Miy) —> y,

where Miy) is the set of all functions in CiY) which are zero at a

point y of F, is the desired homeomorphism h. If X and Y are com-

pact, then all maximal ideals are fixed, but if X and Y are not com-

pact, then there are maximal ideals in CiX) and C( Y) which are not

fixed. (Nonfixed ideals are called "free" ideals.) The maximal, fixed

ideals in CiX) have been algebraically characterized for certain classes

of noncompact spaces, X, including the class of all separable metric

spaces and the class of all normal Hausdorff spaces whose points are

G-delta sets, but these characterizations are complicated and/or

difficult to establish. (References: Gelfand and Kolmogoroff [l],

Hewitt [4], Pursell [5], and Gillman and Jerison [2].)

In this paper we give a construction of the homeomorphism h for

the case X and Y are open convex subsets of Rn which does not de-

pend on an algebraic characterization of fixed, maximal ideals. This

method of construction will also give us the theorem:
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If CX(X) and CX(Y) are the rings of all real, infinitely differentiable

functions on the open convex subsets X and Y of Rn, respectively and

<j> is an isomorphism from CX(X) onto C(Y), then there is a diffeo-

morphism h from X onto Y such that <pf=fo h~l for all/ in C°°(X).

Our construction depends upon two properties of infinitely differen-

tiable functions on open convex subsets X oi R":

(0.1) A function in C(X) can be uniformly approximated on X by

a function in CX(X).

(0.2) If / is in C"(X), then to each point a = (ax, a2, • • • , an) in X,

there corresponds an w-tuple (fa,i, /a,2, • • • , /a,n) of functions in

C°°(X) such that

fif) = M + E (r< - ai)f-a.i(f)
i-l

ior all f = (rx, r2, ■ ■ ■ , r„) in A.

The proof of the first of these properties is given in detail in [6] for

X = R and is outlined there for X any paracompact differentiable

manifold. The second is proved in [3, pp. 9-10]. It is a simple conse-

quence of a theorem concerning the differentiability of the remainder

term in Taylor's formula which was proved earlier for A* and R2 by

H. Whitney [7]. (See also [8].)

1. Preliminaries. In the sequel X and Y always denote open con-

vex subsets of Rn. We denote n-tuples of real numbers or real func-

tions by a bar over a symbol. For example, we denote arbitrary points

in Rn by f=(rx, r2, • • ■ , rn) and arbitrary elements in (C(X))n, that

is continuous mappings from X into Rn, by f=(fi, /«, • ■ • , /„) or

g = (gi> £2, • ■ • , gn). If / is in (C(X))n and tp is an isomorphism from

C(X) to C(Y), then by </>/ we mean the M-tuple (<pfx, </>/2, • • • , c6/„) in

(C(Y))n. The projection mappings or coordinates on X are denoted

by xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn- That is xt(f) =r< for all f in X. Hence x is the iden-

tity mapping on X and y = (yi, y2, • • ■ , yn) is the identity mapping

on Y. We denote constant functions by boldface. For example if a is a

real number, then ax(f) =a for all r in X and ay(j) =a for all 5 in Y.

Observe that lx is the multiplicative identity in C(X). The set of all

real constants on X is denoted by R(X) and on Y by R(Y).

2. Construction of the homeomorphism. Our main theorem may

now be stated:

(2.1) Theorem. If X and Y are open convex subsets of Rn and c6 is

an isomorphism from C(X) onto C( Y), then <px is a homeomorphism

from Y onto X and <pf=f(<bx) for all f in C(X).
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Our proof requires several lemmas.

(2.2) Lemma. // i> is any isomorphism from CiX) onto CiY), then

4>ax=aY for all ax in RiX).

Proof. For each point r in Y, the correspondence a-^>(d>ax)(r) is

a homomorphism >p-r from R into R. Hence \pf is either the zero homo-

morphism or the identity mapping on R. But since lx is the multi-

plicative identity in CiX), then 4>lx = h and, therefore, 4fl = W>7r)(r)

= 1 for all f. Therefore \fc must be the identity mapping on R for all

f in Y (compare [2, p. 23]).

(2.3) Lemma. If d, is an isomorphism from CiX) onto CiY) and g

is in iCiX)Y, then (<pg)(Y) = g(X).

Proof. Let a be any point of Rn and define

n

U = Z (g< - a,x)2.
i=-l

then/a is in CiX) and has a multiplicative inverse in CiX) if and only

if a is in Rn — g(X). Hence tbfa has a multiplicative inverse in CiY) if

and only if a is in Rn — g(X). But tpfa= Z^i^gi"-3*)2 nas a multi-

plicative inverse in CiY) if and only if a is in Rn— (<£g)(F).

(2.4) Lemma. If 4> is an isomorphism from CiX) onto CiY), then

4>(f o g) =f(4>g) for all fin C°°(X) and g in (C(X))n such that g maps X
into X.

Proof. By (0.2)

f(f) = f(d) + Z (n - adfUf)

for all a, f in X. Substituting g for f, we obtain

/ o g = fia)x + Z (gi - aix)fa,i o g.
i

Hence by Lemma (2.2)

(d>(fog))(s) =f(d) + Z [(*«*)(») - *]-[W.,«oj))(J)]

for all a in X and 5 in Y. Since i4>g)is) is in X by (2.3), then we may

set d= (0g)7), obtaining (0(/o g))(s) =f((d)g)(s)) for all 5 in Y.

We now use (0.1) to extend (2.4) to all functions/ in C(X).
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(2.5) Lemma. If tp is an isomorphism from C(X) onto C(Y) and g

in (C(X))n maps X into X, then <p(J o f) =f(<bg) for all fin C(X).

Proof. By (0.1), for each/ in C(X) and each e>0, there is a cor-

responding /, in Ca(X) such that

(2.5.1)       ft(f) - e ^ /(f) ^ ft(f) + e        for all    f    in    X.

Hence

(ft o g) - ex ^ / o g g (/« o |) + ex.

Since a function in C(X) is nonnegative on X if and only if it has a

square root in C(X), the isomorphism tp is order-preserving. Therefore

by (2.4)

M<t>g) ~ tr = *[(/. of)- ex] ^ *(/o D ^ *[(/. og) + tx]
(2.5.2)

= /.(*!) + tr        for all e > 0.

But since (<pg)(Y) = g(X)QX, we may substitute c6f for f in (2.5.1)

to obtain

(2.5.3)     fc(tbg) - zr ^ f(4>g) g /.(*|) + ek       for all £ > 0.

Comparing (2.5.2) and (2.5.3) we have the desired result.

(2.6) Corollary. If tp is an isomorphism from C(X) onto C(Y),

/ is a continuous map from X into R", and g is a continuous map from

X into X, then tp(f o g) =J(<pg).

That tpf =f(<px) is now a special case of (2.5). To complete the proof

of Theorem 2.1, we show that tpx is a homeomorphism from Fonto X.

Clearly tpx is a continuous map from Y into R". By (2.3) tpx maps Y

onto X. If we interchange Y and X in (2.3) and replace c6 by <^-1,

then we see that tp~ly maps A onto Y. If we substitute t6-1y for / and

a for | in (2.6), we obtain

tp((<triy) ox) = (tb-iy) o (tbx).

But since * is the identity map on X,

4>((tjrly) ox) = tf,(tj>-iy) = y.

Hence tp£ has a continuous inverse tf>~1y. Therefore tpx is a homeo-

morphism from Fonto X and Theorem 2.1 is proved.

If F=X and we replace $-1 in the above discussion by an arbitrary

automorphism on C(X), we obtain tp(\(/x) = (\[/x) o (tpx). It follows

that the correspondence $—>c6£ is an anti-isomorphism from the group
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of all automorphisms on C(X) onto the group of all homeomorphisms

on X.

In Lemmas (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), and (2.6) we could have replaced

the rings C(X) and C(Y) by the rings CiX) and CK(Y), obtaining:

(2.7) Lemma. If d> is an isomorphism from C°°(X) onto CiY), J and

g are in iCiX))n, and g maps X into X, then

(i) (07)(F)=/(A7,
(ii) 0(7og)=/(0g),

and for any function f in CiX)

(iii) 4>f=fid>x).

That qbx is a diffeomorphism if tj> is an isomorphism from CiX)

onto CiY) may be proved in the same way that we proved above

that qbx is a homeomorphism if d> is an isomorphism from CiX) onto

CiY). Hence:

(2.8) Theorem. // X and Y are open convex subsets of R" and ip is

an isomorphism from CiX) onto C°°iY), then ibx is a diffeomorphism

from Y onto X and 4>f=fid>x) for all f in CiX).
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